VA LU E S

The following core values guide our work
in Somalia:
• Simplicity
• Peace
• Integrity
• Community
• Equality
• Stewardship
Binding these tenets together is the
Quaker belief that there is that of God
in each person, leading us to respect the
work and dignity of all people.
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The American Friends Service Committee (AFSC)
is a Quaker organization that promotes lasting
peace with justice, as a practical expression of faith
in action. Drawing on continuing spiritual insights
and working with people of many backgrounds, we
nurture the seeds of change and respect for human
life that transform social relations and systems.
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G OA L S FOR SOM A LI A

Somali youth take lead roles and
responsibilities as citizens and agents
for social change, actively promote
nonviolence and innovative communitybased initiatives, and contribute to
building peaceful and safe communities in
Somalia and the Horn of Africa.

AFSC strategic priorities in Somalia

OUR APPROACH TO BUILDING PEACE

AFSC promotes nonviolent approaches to
conflict. As such, we seek to promote the
transformation of cultural and societal
norms, values, and behaviors to reject
violence. We strive to create a society with:
•

Increased capacity for communities to
transform conflict.

•

Engaged young people who promote a
culture of peace.

•

Conflicting communities living
together in peace and harmony.

•

•

Improved livelihoods for vulnerable
groups using approaches that weave
back together the social fabric and
rebuild trust.
Different stakeholders engaged in
reducing violence and peacebuilding
through a range of opportunities and
strategies.
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Established in 2008, AFSC’s Somalia Peace
Program works with civil society organizations
to help youth develop innovative and creative
ideas for building lasting peace while ensuring
the inclusion of all people regardless of clan or
ideology. In particular, youth who are vulnerable,
have a disability, or are from a minority clan
are encouraged to participate. Local authorities,
business leaders, and traditional leaders play an
essential role in these efforts.
AFSC supports young Somalis as they actively
promote nonviolence and innovative communitybased initiatives, support their families through
income-generating activities, and educate their
communities on peaceful coexistence.
Because Somalia faces ongoing conflict, engaging
young people can be a positive way to divert
them from recruitment by armed groups. While
the fragile and transitional situation in Somalia
presents significant challenges and risks, it also
holds great potential for achieving positive results.
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AFSC’s Somalia Peace Program has four strategic
priorities:

Priority one
Create a platform for youth, elders, and religious
leaders to interact and work together to build peace
in Somalia

Priority two
Increase the role of girls and women in changing
the conflict narrative in Somalia

Priority three
Create youth forums and safe spaces that promote
active engagement in civic issues

Priority four
Offer livelihood opportunities for youth

